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One of the Portable apps, Auslogics Disk Defrag Portable by Auslogics, allows you to reformat and extend the free space on a drive that has run out of space. You can select to only extend the free space and to overwrite the data on the original drive. Auslogics Disk Defrag also
allows you to defragment the drive and, if desired, to fix bad sectors. Easy Driver Updater 3 (Figure B) is a Windows program from driver coder Kyle Bradshaw. It only supports updates for the first-party drivers from Microsoft, but its a good app to have around if you ever run into a
driver issue that you cant resolve. Easy Driver Updater 3 allows you to download and install those missing updates for you and your motherboard and other components. Supports all Windows flavors from 2000 to the latest one. Easeus Partition Master is free from the Big 4. The
official site shows a free trial is available for download, though it only works with Windows XP, Vista, and 7. Once installed, Easeus Partition Master allows you to manage partitions and their formats across systems. You can also create startup disks from existing partition setups
and, of course, clone your partitions. Easeus Partition Master allows you to resize partitions, move them to different volumes, create new partitions, analyze filesystems, and even interact with the Windows system to create or destroy partitions. Its solid, stable, and is a great app to
have around if you ever need to mess with your partitions. Theres a very good apps to recover deleted files in general and to recover files that have been overwritten on your drive. Abragard (Figure C) is an interface between the Linux command line and Windows. Its free and even
offers a trial. Abragard will recover files for you, and even allows you to scan Windows drives for deleted files. It doesnt have a free version, but its not much more expensive than the freeware version. For Abragard, your Windows PC must be running a recent version of Linux. You
can download Abragard 2.1.1 here or you can try out its free version here. Free version has a short time limit, so you cant try out the full version.
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